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AFI CONSERVATORY BOOSTS SCHOLARSHIPS
100% of Funds Raised Goes Directly to Fellows Training

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE, July 31, 2013, Los Angeles, CA – The American Film Institute
announced today a dramatic increase in scholarship funding at the AFI Conservatory (AFIC) – its
immersive two-year graduate program in the art and discipline of filmmaking. Further
differentiating the prestigious MFA program in an ever-growing field of film school options, the
boost in funding for current and incoming Fellows represents nearly three times that of
previous years – 100% of which goes directly to Fellows.
Leading this effort is AFI Board of Directors Chair Robert Daly, whose gift of $1 million was
made in 2012 as a challenge grant for the AFI Board of Trustees. The board exceeded this
goal by raising $2.3 million, which includes major gifts by Sir Howard Stringer, Chairman of the
AFI Board of Trustees and Lawrence Herbert. Adding to this effort, an additional $3.5 million
was donated from esteemed entertainment community leaders like David Geffen, Alan Horn,
Terry Semel and the Time Warner Foundation. The funds raised for scholarships to the
Conservatory total more than $6.2 million. For AFI’s intimate graduate program of about 200
Fellows, the impact of this funding is expansive.
Reflected in this new funding are two opportunities that deepen the hands-on filmmaking
experience while encouraging diversity in storytelling. Several more will be announced later
this year.
Gary Winick Scholarship
The Gary Winick Foundation has established an endowed scholarship in Winick’s memory.
Winick was an AFI Directing alumnus (Class of 1986), innovator in independent filmmaking and
noted mentor to young talent. The first Gary Winick Scholarship has been awarded to AFI
Directing Fellow Henry Hughes, a U.S. military veteran, whose tuition is covered in small part by
the G.I. bill. Hughes is participating in ABC’s STANDING UP FOR HEROES – and through the
program has had the opportunity to screen his cycle film for filmmaker George Lucas, who is
now mentoring Hughes’ progress.
Latino Donor Collaborative
Through the introduction of AFI Trustee Moctesuma Esparza, the AFI Conservatory has
partnered with the Latino Donor Collaborative (LDC) to promote talented filmmakers from the
Latino community by offering scholarship funds to be distributed in varying amounts to eight
Fellows (including both First and Second Year) in the 2013-2014 academic year.
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About the AFI Conservatory
AFI is America’s promise to preserve the history of the motion picture, to honor the artists and
their work and to educate the next generation of storytellers. The AFI Conservatory offers a
two-year Master of Fine Arts degree in six filmmaking disciplines: Cinematography, Directing,
Editing, Producing, Production Design and Screenwriting. Aspiring artists learn from the
masters in a collaborative, hands-on production environment with an emphasis on storytelling.
AFI Conservatory’s alumni are consistently recognized with all of the major industry awards –
Academy® Awards, Emmy® Awards, Guild Awards – and even the Tony Award. Esteemed
director, producer and screenwriter James L. Brooks was recently appointed as Artistic Director
to the AFI Conservatory where he will provide creative leadership of the elite film program.
Sony is a proud supporter of the AFI Conservatory.
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